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Abstract— Smartphone notifications are a major source of
interaction with mobile devices. In this paper we address a gap in
literature by establishing a foundation that explains the role of
modalities with which a notification is delivered on a mobile
device. Though previous studies have attempted to address this
question, we find that they suffer from significant internal validity
problems. As such we conducted an ecologically valid and
carefully designed experiment in a controlled environment that
simulates a smart home environment. Our work extends into
smart environments, by examining a new modality, implemented
by pairing the smartphone to a connected lighting system and
replicating mobile notifications to smart light bulbs in the user’s
field of vision. We derive a set of guidelines for choosing
notification modalities and set future research directions.
Keywords— Μobile notifications; Modalities; Smart homes;
Smart environments

I. INTRODUCTION
Notifications on mobile devices are generated by all kinds of
applications and services running on our smartphones, and users
receive on average more than 60 mobile notifications daily [24].
Notifications are typically tended to within a few minutes, with
time taken to dismiss these depending on various context factors
[17, 24, 31]. A considerable body of literature deals with the
identification of opportune moments in which to notify users of
events occurring on their mobile device (e.g. [27]), and the
typical behaviour with mobile notifications has been studied
recently in a number of key papers (e.g. [32]). An important
shortcoming in the available body of literature is lack of research
into the perceptibility of mobile notifications with regard to the
modality (or combination thereof) with which it is being
delivered. Some previous literature attempts to address this gap
(e.g. [6, 13, 16]), though the data it reports on comes from field
studies, where a number of factors that may affect the reliability
of results are not controlled for, reducing from the internal
validity of these studies. Addressing the internal validity issue
forms the primary goal of this paper. As a secondary goal, this
paper aims to add to literature by comparing traditional
modalities of delivering mobile notifications on the device, with
the concept of extra-device notifications, in the form of ambient
smart lighting. The synchronization of mobile notifications
across multiple devices has been considered or studied in the
past (e.g. [31, 36]) but with the proliferation of domestic
connected IoT systems (e.g. Philips Hue, Apple Homekit, GE
Link), the question of how domestic appliances may integrate in
the user’s workflow of managing notifications becomes timely.
Connected lighting notifications also extend into the needs of

users with disabilities (e.g. hard of hearing) or situations where
other modalities are socially inappropriate.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Notifications on Mobile Devices
Modern smartphones generate many notifications daily [24],
relating to multiple types of events (14 application categories are
described in [32]). These notifications are typically dealt with in
a short time frame measured in minutes, depending on which
application generated it, its perceived importance to the current
task, the social relationship between the user and a person
relating to the notification, the hour and day of the week, the
device that generated them, the user’s personality and the current
task a user is engaged in [17, 20, 27, 32]. Thus, not all types of
notification are important to the users under a given context. It
also becomes apparent that the time taken to dismiss a
notification does not only depend on the perceptibility of the
notification. We can therefore frame the research relating to
interaction with notification into three main topics: a) how can
the importance of a notification be assessed under context; b)
how to determine opportune moments to deliver notifications
and thus reduce the impact of interruptions; and c) what
modalities are best to use under the given context, in order to
efficiently deliver a notification, giving it a high chance to be
perceptible while causing minimal disruption. Existing literature
has provided useful insights in answering questions a) and b) by
extrapolating the notification generation context and user
availability through a range of techniques that involve device
sensors and analysis of the notification content and generation
parameters, to deliver the right notification at the most
opportune time [17, 20, 21, 22, 27]. In this paper we are
concerned with determining appropriate notification modality.
B. Modality of notifications on mobile devices
Typical smartphone notification modalities are visual
(including notification icons and the device status LED),
auditory (including speech and sound) and haptic (vibration),
though sometimes vibration can have unintended audio effects
as well (e.g. when a device is vibrating against a hard surface).
Users are able to control all three modalities on a modern
smartphone like Android, though it is most typical that the users
will switch between sound (on/off) and vibration (on/off) ringer
mode combinations during the day [4]. Some users may totally
silence their devices, however studies such as [16, 24] show that
silent mode does not prevent users from becoming aware of the
notification events within a reasonable timeframe (this is

explained in [4] as the users enter a proactive monitoring state).
Users are up to 12 times more likely to immediately attend to a
notification if it is delivered with at least one modality [13].
The main distinction between modalities relates to their
persistence. Audio tones (with the exception of phone calls) and
haptic modalities are momentary, meaning that if the users are
unable to respond to the notification immediately, they may
never become aware of it, or forget about it [8]. Visual
modalities such as the screen display (status bar & lock-screen
icons) or device LEDs persist until the notification is dismissed,
which helps participants in deciding to react later [13]. When
trying to apply the concept of persistence in haptic feedback,
researchers in [10] created a device which would constantly
vibrate and whose vibrations would increase in frequency and
intensity, according to the number of pending notifications
active on the device. The concept was found annoying but users
were still able to distinguish between the constant “idle” pulse
and the more intense vibrations associated with notifications. A
further distinction between modalities can be made by thinking
of these as private or public, in terms of who can perceive them.
An audio notification is public, while a haptic or visual
notification is often considered private, though this is not always
the case: a blinking device LED can be visible to all who can see
the device even from a distance and sometimes a vibration can
be heard or felt by others too, e.g. if the device is on a table. The
device LED affords users some awareness of which application
the notification is coming from through its colour, or importance
of the notification depending on the blinking rate [13]. However,
device LEDs have the disadvantage of being small and not
overly bright, and only a fraction of devices incorporate RGB
LEDs. In [7] an attempt was made to discover whether audio
modalities could afford the same types of awareness to users and
the researchers found that, for distinguishing between
application categories, speech was the best performing modality,
followed by auditory icons and lastly earcons (typically used in
mobile notifications in modern smartphones).
The impact of modality on the perceptibility of notifications
has not been widely studied. In [6], the majority of users (65%)
were shown to prefer a combination of modes that includes
sound. Further field studies report conflicting results based on
the current device ringer mode. In [13] it was impossible to
discern any statistically significant difference in notification
reaction time when comparing across modalities and their
combinations, even when asking participants to manually rank
their preferred choice of modality (though it was found that users
like to associate vibration and sound to important notifications,
and that social context plays a role in determining modality
choices). In [16], reaction time was found to be lowest with
vibrate-only mode, followed by sound-only and sound-vibrate.
In [24], reaction time was found to be faster when the phone was
on vibrate-only mode, followed by silent mode and normal mode
(between which there was no difference). However, there are
two main problems with these field studies: Firstly, field studies
suffer from inherent internal validity problems which are very
pronounced in this case. These studies did not control for a
number of everyday behaviors, which might have affected the
noticeability (or reaction times) of notifications significantly.
For example, if a user left their device in a jacket pocket, or on
a desk near other clutter, or in another room e.g. to charge, as

reported in [4], then obviously the measurements would be
affected. As other literature indicates [17, 20, 27, 32], the current
task and social context of the user can strongly affect the
measured response times. A clearer demonstration of the
internal validity issues from the aforementioned studies comes
from [25], where it was discovered that ringer mode (unknown,
silent, vibration or sound) is a weak predictor of the attentiveness
of a user towards their mobile device with the purpose of
noticing a message notification, while other indicators that are
not pertinent to the notification itself (e.g. time elapsed since last
“screen on” event or “hour of the day”) are stronger predictors
for attentiveness. It’s not clear in this study whether sound and
vibration modalities were considered separately or in
conjunction with one another, but it highlights that the
generalizability of findings from previous field studies is weak,
owing possibly to the lack of internal validity.
The second major internal validity issue with these field
studies is that they are based on capturing the user’s device
ringer mode. This is problematic because ringer mode may
suppress, but does not add beyond the programmed modality
requests (thus will not add a LED illumination, vibration or
sound to a notification which is not programmed to have one).
When a phone is set on “vibrate only”, it doesn’t necessarily
mean that every application generating a notification will result
in a vibration. To infer thus reliable conclusions on how a
notification modality influenced response time, a study should
capture all types of information (what were the programmed
notification modalities, user per-app preferences and what was
the current ringer mode at the time of notification).
C. Notifications with Ambient Lighting Systems
The use of simple connected household devices to convey
information to users (such as ambient lighting and peripheral
displays) is a concept that has been discussed under the
principles of Calm Computing since the early days of ubiquitous
computing (e.g. [11, 12]). With the affordability of connected
lighting systems that can interface with smartphones, it is easy
to see that a natural synergy for solving the shortcomings of
mobile visual notification feedback modalities (notably the
device LED) can be achieved. In fact, a synergy of ambient
lighting and the smartphone for notifications satisfies most of
the criteria for ambient interface design, set out by Gross [8]. We
are not aware of any literature that investigates the use of
ambient lighting for the delivery of smartphone notifications as
a precise mapping of the state of the mobile device LED.
However, some previous work exists on ambient notification
systems. In [29], it is proposed that ambient information systems
may conform to four main design patterns, one being a
“Symbolic Sculptural Display”, i.e. a system that displays very
few pieces of information, usually a single element. A system
thus consisting of a single light bulb that replicates mobile
notifications can be considered to fall under this category, but
the authors do not propose specific ways for designing the
function of such systems, other than that the system must support
transitions to prevent “change blindness”. A thorough survey of
existing ALSs that fall into this category can be found in [15],
however, there are gaps in all of the surveyed papers: either the
systems presented are evaluated in preliminary trials with very
few participants (e.g. [2]), or there are, at best, limited
comparisons between alternative designs for the perceptibility of

conveying simple notifications (e.g. in [23] it is argued that
blinking or animated lights should be used, but only blinking vs.
static light was actually examined).
In [15], the term “ambient light system (ALS)” is used to
describe “a system positioned in the periphery of a person’s
attention that conveys information using light encodings in a
non-distracting way most of the time”. The authors propose four
general guidelines, one of which states that a light’s blinking rate
is the most suitable pattern for notification encoding. This
guideline is partially supported in [14] via a participatory design
process, but the researchers did not experimentally evaluate its
effectiveness. Supporting change and state transition in ALSs is
demonstrated in [18], where an RGB LED strip reflecting light
on the wall behind a computer monitor, gradually changed color
from green to red, depending on how much time remained for a
user to complete a task with a deadline. This can be seen as a
persistent notification system, but has little practical relationship
with the majority of spontaneously issued notifications that are
typically issued through events in mobile devices and do not
contain a temporal dimension. In [30] the smartphone is
augmented with additional LEDs able to project light
surrounding the device, however this work was presented as a
prototype and not evaluated. Other research such as [19, 26],
extend the modalities of a smartwatch or a tablet using additional
LEDs, but, just as in [30], these extensions are on-device and
demand the user’s attention is already on the device itself.
Hence, they do not conform to the definition of an ALS.
ALS notification systems have privacy implications, as
highlighted for example in [9], where participants raised
significant concerns. So far, only [34] have investigated the
issuing of ambient notifications with the user engaged in a social
activity and found that the presence of another person in the
room did not affect the acceptability of the notification,
regardless of intrusiveness of the modality. However, the
participants in the study were real-life couples and the close
relationships (trust and familiarity between individuals) might
have affected this finding. Finally, as far as the positioning of
ALSs is concerned, in [1], it was found that the most suitable
location for a general use ALS is a living room or office, while
specific room types (e.g. the kitchen) should be reserved for
special purpose objects. We can conclude thus that the
guidelines for designing ALS notification services are still not
definitive but there seems to be some evidence that perceptibility
and interpretation can benefit from gradual state transitions and
appropriate use of color or blinking patterns.
Summarizing the previous literature, we can derive the
following open issues. Firstly, although a range of studies report
findings on the impact of modality on the perceptibility of
smartphone notifications, the generalizability is limited because
they did not control for extrinsic contextual factors. Secondly,
research on notification-based ALSs focuses on the use of these
systems as stand-alone replacements and not extensions of a
smartphone. Where lighting has been investigated as an
extension to the modalities available on a device, this has been
done by augmenting the device itself, hence negating the
definition of an ALS by placing the lighting at the center of the
user’s attention and not their periphery. There is hence no
present understanding of how an ALS can extend the modalities
for issuing notifications on a smartphone. Based on the above,

our main research questions are (R1) “How do modality
combinations affect the perceptibility of smartphone
notifications in a typical use environment?” and (R2) “How does
the extension of mobile notifications to ambient lighting affect
the perceptibility of smartphone notifications, alone or in
conjunction with existing smartphone modalities, in a typical
use environment?”.
III. INVESTIGATING NOTIFICATION MODALITIES
A. Experiment set-up
To answer our research questions, we decided to proceed
with a laboratory experiment, whose controlled conditions
would complement existing studies by focusing on adequate
ecological validity and maintaining strong internal validity. As
such, our aim was to examine user behaviour in perceiving
notifications in a controlled but realistic setting.
Choice of environment: Mobiles are used in a variety of
environments and settings. For the purposes of this experiment
we chose to simulate an environment such as a home office,
where the user might be engaged in multiple simultaneous tasks,
hence not constantly paying attention to their mobile device. A
study of 693 participants [38] demonstrates that the most
probable place for a user’s mobile to be found at any time,
regardless of environment, is “out on the table or desk” (“right
now” 68%, over 24hrs 83%), followed by the front trouser
pocket (“right now” 14%, over 24 hrs 64%). Hence, though
smartphones are highly mobile, in reality they are mostly placed
on flat surfaces near the user. Typical environments that contain
such flat surfaces are home or office environments, which are
also the natural “habitats” for an ALS [1]. Thus, placing the user
and their mobile in a home office setting is only ideal for our
experiment which involves an ALS, and reflects a highly
ecologically valid scenario. We considered also a set-up where
we might position the device in second most common location,
i.e. the front trouser pocket of users. However, this would reduce
the audibility of sound notifications, depending on the pocket
lining material of our users’ clothing and the possibility of some
female users also wearing thick tights (the experiment was
during the winter), thus creating uneven conditions.
Additionally, this set-up would remove the visibility of the LED
notification, preventing us from examining it. Though there
exists no previous literature on where exactly users place their
devices on desk, in [5, 38] it is shown that users mostly keep
their device within arm’s length for easy reach and maximum
perceptibility of notifications. We thus selected a smartphone
position as per Fig. 1 so as plausibly emulate a user’s behaviour
(i.e. the device being within easy reach, facing up and within our
participants’ field of vision, so that the device LED at the bottom
of the device can be easily seen). Some smartphone displays
light up from sleep when a notification is received, but we
excluded this option. Finally, our set-up included an ALS using
a single bulb, placed directly behind the participant’s monitor,
positioned close to the wall (Fig. 1). Hence the participant could
not directly see the bulb, but was aware of its state as light
reflected on the wall and desk surface behind the monitor.
Activities during experiment: Using multiple activities to
overload the user’s cognitive processing ability in multiple
channels was intentional and essential to our experimental
design, as it would help prevent the participants’ intentional

focus on the mobile device and remove their ability to direct
their attentiveness to it, something that would bias their
behaviour [4]. Hence, we selected to engage the participants in
two parallel tasks, which would overload their vision and
hearing channels. The first task was to play a game on a desktop
computer screen – for this we selected the well-known Bubble
Shooter game, which is very simple to learn and known for its
addictiveness. We asked participants to engage in the game,
without worrying about high-scores or losing (if they lost, they
could start over). At the same time, we played a recording of a
basketball game through speakers in the room, at an average
volume level of 50db, roughly equivalent to a conversation.
Participants were asked to pay attention to the game and take a
note every time a particular well-known player’s name was
mentioned. We developed an application running on a
smartphone, which was able to generate notifications using all
device modalities including an ALS. Participants were asked to
make dismissing the notifications on the smartphone as they
noticed them their top priority, and to position the device back
to its marked position on the table, as shown in Fig. 1, after
dismissing a notification. Notifications were dismissed from the
device’s lock screen (Fig. 2 right) by swiping on the notification.
If a participant did not dismiss a notification before another was
issued, both notifications persisted on the screen and the
participant was asked to swipe both.
Software, devices and settings: For this experiment, we
built a simple Android application that generates notifications to
the user’s mobile (Fig. 2). These notifications are issued with all
the possible combinations including the modalities of sound,
device LED, vibration and ambient lighting, with the exception
of issuing a notification with none of the above modalities (as
the user would have no way of perceiving it). This resulted in 15
different notification modality combinations (Table 1, modality
presence in a combination denoted by a dot). The application
issues each modality combination twice in the experiment
session, resulting in 30 total notifications to the user.
Notifications are issued at a regular interval of 30 seconds and
the sequence of notifications (with regard to the modality
combination) is wholly random. We did not tell our participants
that notifications would arrive at regular intervals. This was a
restriction due to the task of taking note of the basketball player
name mentions, and, as will be explained below, performance in
this task could only be equally measured if the task was executed
in an equal time period by all participants. We anticipated that
because of the random selection of notification modality and the
high cognitive load placed by the parallel tasks, participants
would not be able to learn and anticipate the notification timing.
We will demonstrate in section 3.3.1 that this approach did not
lead to learning effects, hence our results are not invalidated by
this aspect of the experiment design.
For our experiment, we used a Google Nexus 5 device. For
notification sound we selected one of the in-built Android tones
(“Tethys”), a simple two-tone short earcon, with the volume
level set to 90% of the maximum supported by the device. This
was the highest volume setting without the speaker producing
“tinny” noises, which could alter participants’ perceptions of
annoyance of the modality. The device LED color was set to
white, blinking at a repeating pattern of 3 seconds ON, 3 seconds
OFF. The vibration was set to a pattern of 200ms ON, 200ms

OFF, 200ms ON (i.e. two vibrations for each notification).
These patterns are similar to popular applications where
notifications are an integral part of the user experience (SMS,
Gmail, Facebook messenger). In this experiment, we are not
concerned with the encoding the importance of a notification but
only with the perceptibility of the notification event, hence we
chose a white LED color and patterns that are arguably of
average intensity so as not to convey priority semantics.

Fig. 1. Participant workstation. A notification is being displayed via device
LED and lighting behind the monitor.

Fig. 2. The notification generator application control interface (left) and
locked device screen with an issued notification (right).
TABLE I. NOTIFICATION MODALITY COMBINATIONS
Modality
combination
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Sound

Device
LED

Vibration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ambient
Lighting
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Finally, issuing notifications vial an ALS, we extended our
application to work with Philips HUE, using a single A19 9W
bulb, setting the colour of the bulb to white and brightness of

70% (empirically set with 6 colleagues, 3 females, for a
comfortable and perceptible level) and with the bulb remaining
ON until the user dismisses the notification. Because we are not
concerned with the encoding of information in a notification, we
used a neutral light colour (white) and did not employ blinking,
so as to prevent any assumptions regarding the importance of
notifications. Based on [23], we implemented a gradual
transition between the “OFF” and “ON” states, to animate the
light and attract attention. Finally, the notification text was
generic, to exclude any priority semantics (Fig. 2).
B. Experiment
We recruited 25 participants, 7 females. All participants
were Computer Science students, and in the age bracket of 1829 (the questionnaire presented a list of ages brackets and did
not require the precise age). Most participants were Android
device users (20) but we had also 2 iOS and 3 Windows Mobile
users. They were not incentivized for their participation.
Validation of the task and method: Our first concern was
to validate the appropriateness of the parallel tasks (i.e. playing
the game and listening for the basketball player’s name) for
occupying the participants’ attention. At the start of our
experiment, we asked participants to report using 5-point Likert
scales both familiarity with the sport (all mentioned often or very
often watching or attending basketball games) and the player’s
name (all reported him to be known, or well known to them).
Because the player’s name is mentioned a specific number of
times during the recording, we needed participants to complete
the task in the same timeframe, so as to effectively measure their
performance in listening for the player’s name. We expected that
users would not learn to anticipate the timing of notifications,
because of the random selection of notification modalities and
the high level of cognitive engagement in the tasks at hand.
Indeed, it is common psychology knowledge that human
cognitive ability suffers from a processing bottleneck which
reduces our ability to perform multiple tasks at the same
efficiency as single tasks, so much so that cognitive overload in
one or more channels with essential or incidental information,
removes our ability to learn new information. Though humans
are able to monitor several streams of information for a specified
target, if those streams contain a target at the same time, or close
together in time, some targets will be unavoidably missed.
Still, we examined the average response times for the first 10
(A), middle 10 (B) and final 10 (C) notifications issued to each
participant (Fig. 3). A Friedman test (due to the distribution of
the data), failed to reveal any statistically significant differences
in these three subsets (χ2=2.880, p=0.237). Post-hoc Bonferroni
corrected pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests (2-tailed)
between the individual sets also did not reveal any statistically
significant differences. Since Friedman tests do not allow the
computation of effect sizes (Cohen’s d), these are presented for
the pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank tests (A-B d =0.18, A-C d
=0.27, B-C d =0.13). This outcome can mean that either there is
no learning effect to be detected, or our study is insufficiently
powered to detect one. Common practice where no prior study
data is available (as is our case), is to calculate sample sizes
according to a general estimate, e.g. Cohen’s d=0.5 (a medium
size effect), α=0.05 and study power (1-β)=0.80. Based on the
above, a power analysis of our study shows that it is sufficiently

powered (1-β=0.81) to detect a one-tailed medium size effect
(because we are only interested in whether the response time
average decreases due to learning effects), at the lower
boundaries of Cohen’s “medium effects” category (d=0.53).
Thus, our sample size can be considered as appropriate.

Fig. 3. Perceptibility of notification modalities (error bars at 95% c.i.)

Given the size of the reported effects, our study is not
sufficiently powered to determine statistical significance in the
discovered small effects, but we can confirm that if any learning
effects were indeed present, these were either very small or
small, according to Cohen’s d categorisation (the lower
thresholds for very small, small and medium effects are 0.1, 0.2
and 0.5 respectively). The long average response time shows
that our participants’ attention was occupied very heavily by the
two parallel tasks. Further corroborating evidence for the heavy
cognitive load comes from the fact that out of the total of 19
times that the basketball player’s name was mentioned in the 15
minutes of the experiment duration, the average number of
instances in which the participants were able to capture the
player’s name was just 4.36 times (SD=3.2).

Fig. 4. Notification dismissal time averages (error bars at 95% c.i.).

Experiment results: The results of our experiment are
summarized in Fig. 4. The left half depicts all conditions where
sound was absent in the notifications, while the right half where
sound was present. To examine the results for statistical
significance, we used non-parametric tests (Wilcoxon signed
rank), due to the distribution of the data. We note that, all other
modalities being the same, the presence of ambient lighting has
a statistically significant positive impact in reducing the time of
dismissal, except in the case where sound is present along with
another modality (vibration or device LED) (Table 2). It is also
notable that sound has a statistically significant effect on all
cases except when the ambient and device LED are displayed,

TABLE II. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE RESULTS ON PAIRWISE CONDITION COMPARISONS FOR THE EFFECT OF MODALITIES IN NOTIFICATIONS
Ambient
lighting
Vibration
Device LED
Sound

Mod. Combo
Z (p-value)
Mod. Combo
Z (p-value)
Mod. Combo
Z (p-value)
Mod. Combo
Z (p-value)

C-B
-3.740 (.000)
C-A
-.202 (.840)
E-A
-1.251 (.211)
I-A
-2.139 (.032)

E-D
-3.727 (.000)
F-D
-2.085 (.037)
F-B
-.040 (.968)
J-B
-4.130 (.000)

and when ambient, device LED and vibration are present.
Likewise, vibration seems to have a statistically significant
effect on only two cases (when the only other modality is the
device LED and when sound and ambient are also present).
Finally, the device LED on its own doesn’t seem to have any
impact on the noticeability of notifications for any of the
combinations it participates in. Our results indicate that
perceptibility of notifications is strongly affected by the
presence of audio cues, followed in efficacy by ambient lighting.
While it is not surprising that the device LED did not seem to
affect the perceptibility of the notifications, we were surprised
to find that vibration did not affect the perceptibility of
notifications as it did in previous field studies in [13, 16, 24].
Subjective feedback: We asked participants to rate, postexperiment, how perceptible and annoying each notification
modality was. We also asked them if they would prefer a
different intensity level for each of the modalities (e.g. sound
level, lamp and LED brightness, vibration intensity) and to note
their preferences for these questions on 5-point Likert scales.
Participants reported high levels of perceptibility for the sound
and ambient lighting modalities, while mostly indicating that
vibration and the device LED were hard to perceive (Fig. 5 top).
These findings support our quantitative analysis.
Understandably, the LED provides a rather small visual cue
which is also situated at the periphery of the participants’ field
of view. Despite being persistent and blinking, the LED
brightness and size are not enough to draw participants’ attention
away from their current tasks. With regard to vibration, it can be
theorized here that the low perceptibility of this modality is due
to the placement of the device on the table and not in direct
contact with the user’s body. However, although this
explanation sounds plausible, it cannot be unreservedly
accepted. There is a significant body of literature documenting
the experience of “phantom vibrations”, with the evidence
pointing towards a mental mechanism of manifestation of false
perceptions, linked to the context of use and the level of use of
the mobile device (e.g. [33]). It is therefore questionable how
much of the perceptibility of a vibration is truly dependent on
the sensory capability of humans and not affected by mental
processes. In [3], for example, it is shown that the perceptibility
of haptic feedback is severely impeded under high cognitive
workload. Given the cognitive load imposed on our participants
and the short duration of the vibrations (as is standard on mobile
devices), it is plausible that vibration perceptibility was low, not
because the participants weren’t able to sense it, but rather, their
brain could not process it due to the multitasking conditions.

G-F
-3.484 (.000)
G-E
-.309 (.757)
G-C
-.821 (.412)
K-C
-2.516 (.012)

I-H
-2.489 (.013)
J-H
-2.489 (.013)
L-H
-1.440 (.150)
L-D
-4.319 (.000)

K-J
-.740 (.459)
K-I
-.309 (.757)
M-I
-.094 (.925)
M-E
-.444 (.657)

M-L
-1.332 (.183)
N-L
-.794 (.427)
N-J
-.121 (.904)
N-F
-4.103 (.000)

O-N
-1.251 (.211)
O-M
-.821 (.412)
O-K
-.390 (.696)
O-G
-.498 (.619)

Modality annoyance was reported higher for the ambient
lighting and sound modalities, an expected result, as these were
the two modalities that our participants noticed the most (Fig. 5
middle). These two modalities, particularly ambient lighting,
provided a sense of urgency to remove the notification for our
participants, as reported in post-experiment discussions. Some
participants expressed concern on the impact of the longevity of
the bulb or the consumption of energy if the bulb was left on for
too long, given the fact that the ambient lighting notification
continues to remain switched on until the user dismisses the
notification. Inversely, the sound caused a sense of urgency,
since it was a non-repeating modality and thus some users felt
they should dismiss the notification right away and postpone any
ongoing tasks, for fear that they might forget about it if left for
later.
Modality Perceptibility
Device LED
Vibration
Sound
Ambient Lighting
100% 80% 60% 40% 20%

0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Percentage of participants
Not perceptible at all
Quite perceptible

Slightly perceptible
Very perceptible

Averagely perceptible

Modality Annoyance
Device LED
Vibration
Sound
Ambient Lighting
100% 80% 60% 40% 20%

0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Percentage of participants
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Modality Intensity
Device LED
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Sound
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Percentage of participants
Much greater intensity

Greater intensity

It was about right

Less intensity

Much less intensity

Fig. 5. Response distribution to subjective questions.

Finally, we asked our participants to indicate for each
modality, how they might change the intensity with which it was
delivered. As can be seen (Fig. 5 bottom), and in line with their
previous reports, 20 participants would like to intensify the

device LED and 18 the vibration levels. While the latter is not
possible on the Android platform, vibration intensity can be
changed by prolonging the ON period in the pattern. Extending
the ON period or repeating the ON-OFF pattern for longer,
might also help with the perceptibility of the haptic feedback
when under heavy cognitive load, as suggested by [3]. 18
participants felt that the sound level was about right. Participants
were somewhat negative regarding the brightness of the ambient
lighting, with 14 participants preferring a lower setting.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Our work has clear implications for the design of notification
modalities during multitasking. Firstly, we would like to
emphasize the importance of having tested the perceptibility of
notification modalities in a controlled environment, compared to
recent in-the-wild studies. As literature shows, users’ response
times to notifications are dependent on a wide range of factors.
Hence previous studies reporting on the correlation of
notification modalities with perceptibility are largely unreliable.
We were not able to replicate the users’ better response times
with vibrations found in [13, 16, 24], placing doubt on the
external validity of these studies. While intuitive explanations of
some of our results could be given (e.g. that vibrations were not
highly perceptible because devices were placed on the desk),
literature such as [3, 33] shows that other explanations involving
the human cognitive system, not considered in previous studies,
may offer better plausibility. The findings and analysis of our
quantitative and qualitative data in light of the current literature,
lead to some design recommendations for notification
modalities when a user is multitasking in a smart environment:
1. Audio and ALS notifications are good for attracting the
users’ attention. The combination of these modalities with others
does not increase the perceptibility of a notification. However,
these notification modalities have privacy implications.
2. Vibration and device LED notifications are easy to miss.
These modalities are more protective of users’ privacy, though
under certain circumstances they can be publically perceptible.
3. The device LED is appropriate for private, non-urgent
notifications (the user will eventually see it but with a likely long
delay). It also serves as a reminder for notifications issued via
other modalities (audio, haptic) which the user might have
temporarily ignored or missed altogether. However, when an
ALS is present, it is best to use the ALS for this role as the LED
is the least perceptible modality.
4. Vibrations are appropriate for private, urgent notifications
only if the duration of the pattern is long enough to allow it a
chance to be perceived. They also encourage “phantom
vibration” experiences, especially under certain contexts of use.
V. CONCLUSION
Our paper offers a comprehensive review of literature on the
perceptibility of smartphone notifications and discusses
implications from literature about how smartphone notifications
can be extended to work with ALS. As can be seen from the
literature that we have explored, and from papers in very recent
workshops on notifications [28, 35, 37], the topic of modality
perceptibility and appropriateness under context is still very
much open for research, particularly when considering

notifications involving an ALS. Our work does not aim or claim
to provide a comprehensive finding to all the open issues in this
domain – this is a target far beyond the scope of a single paper.
However, it is the first study in this area which attempts to
establish a baseline regarding the perceptibility of smartphone
and ALS notifications, using a thorough controlled environment
trial. Through this, we have aimed to ground the discourse on
notification modalities on a more solid basis and to provide some
reliable design guidelines, representing one highly ecologically
valid scenario of mobile device use in smart environments.
Our results for R1 & R2 show that sound, whether on its own
or in combination with other modalities is strongly related to the
perceptibility of a notification, when the user is engaged in an
attention-demanding task. Additionally, we found that ambient
lighting is successful in attracting users’ attention during such
circumstances, but did not find any evidence to support the use
of the device LED, or, in contrast to other researchers, vibration.
For the latter, literature suggests that the reasons might be due to
the underlying psycho-cognitive mechanism of dealing with
haptic stimuli under multitasking. We would have expected the
results of these field studies to at least partially confirm our own,
since field studies are largely regarded as more externally valid.
This contrast in results highlights that previous field studies
might have been premature (without considering the role of
contextual factors in perceptibility and response time, or the full
mechanism behind Android notifications) or too loosely
structured to ensure a reasonable degree of internal validity.
Our study has some limitations as can be expected from a
laboratory environment. We examined only one contextual
setting, where multitasking overloaded participants’ visual and
audio perception. The experiment should be repeated with the
user engaging in other types of task, such as leisurely ones. A
further limitation was the placement of the mobile device on the
desk. Although literature indicates that this is the most
representative and common case in real use of mobile devices, it
would be interesting to repeat the experiment with the device
placed in contact with the user’s body, something that might
increase the perceptibility of vibration. This positioning of the
device (e.g. in a pocket), might diminish the user’s ability to
perceive visual and audio cues. Hence it might be worth
expanding the notification space to wearable devices (e.g.
vibrating smart watch) that form part of the user’s device
ecology. A final consideration is the use of ALS modalities in a
shared space, particularly regarding privacy issues or conflicts,
e.g. if used simultaneously as a room’s main lighting source.
In general, we can state here that appropriate context
awareness and consideration for the users’ physiology and
cognitive ability has the potential to improve the design of
notifications in terms of their modality, increasing their
effectiveness and reducing annoyance. An added advantage of
careful notification design is the conservation of device battery
resources, by avoiding the use of modalities that are ineffective
under the given context (especially when being able to off-load
notifications to an ALS). There is scope for operating system
developers to implement APIs that can be utilized by all thirdparty developers. As demonstrated by [38], a simple periodic
assessment of the device’s placement context using integrated
sensors can provide cues for selecting notification modalities
can either by the application, or managed by the OS itself.
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